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ABSTRACT

Increasing the amount of hydrogen that is electrochemically inserted into materials is important
for studying superconductivity and hydrogen embrittlement, and improving hydrogen storage
capabilities. Surfaces can be engineered to accomplish this task with better insight into how the
composition of a material’s first few atomic layers affects the electrochemical insertion of
hydrogen. To this end, between 1 μg cm−2 and 23 μg cm−2 of Pb was deposited onto Pd cathodes
during galvanostatic experiments in the 0.1 M LiOH electrolyte. The optimum surface doping level
2.9 μg cm−2 of Pb (~1.4 mass equivalent monolayers) was found to achieve the highest quantity of
inserted hydrogen at approximately −0.5 V vs RHE. Additionally, the hydrogen content increased

from PdH0.75 to PdH0.86 with increasing Pb amounts up to 2.9 μg cm−2 at a constant current of
−14.5 mA cm−2. For comparison, the same change in hydrogen content from pressurized gas
loading experiments would require an increase in hydrogen fugacity from about 6 to 1420 atm.
Preliminary analysis concerning the adsorbed hydrogen chemical potential suggests the Pb is
affecting the balance between the Volmer, Heyrovsky, and Tafel reaction rates, which changes the
hydrogen surface chemical potential, and ultimately controls the hydrogen insertion. Furthermore,
the addition of Pb was found to decrease the rate of hydrogen insertion. This work provides a
fundamental basis for the future design of metal surfaces yielding enhanced electrochemical
hydrogen insertion in Pd and other hydrogen absorbing materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Electrochemical insertion of hydrogen in materials is of interest for superconductivity studies
[1], hydrogen embrittlement studies [2], and hydrogen storage applications [3,4]. Modifying the
surface of metals with known hydrogen insertion promoters (e.g. Pb, As, thiourea, etc.) can
increase the adsorbed hydrogen chemical potential obtained during aqueous electrolysis [5,6].
Diffusion of the hydrogen into the bulk ensues due to the chemical potential gradient, resulting in
an elevated hydrogen content in the bulk of the electrode material. Quantities as small as
nanomolar of insertion promoters in the electrolyte have resulted in such effects [5]. Hydrogen
insertion promoters are commonly used to study hydrogen embrittlement [2], and has also garnered
interest in enhancing the hydrogen storage capability of materials [3,7]. Although a number of
explanations for the insertion enhancement obtained by non-metallic insertion promoters (e.g.
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thiourea [3,8,9], As [10], H2S [11]) have been presented, explanations as to how the addition of
surface metals behave as insertion promoters is still lacking.
A better understanding of how the addition of surface metals affect hydrogen insertion could
lead to the engineering of surfaces to maximize such an effect. Pd was chosen as the cathode
material to study the effects of the surface promoter Pb on hydrogen insertion. Pd is a material
known to absorb large quantities of hydrogen, reaching PdH0.69 at 1 atm H2 [12]. The hydrogen
content in palladium hydrides can be simply determined by the measurement of electrical
resistance as there is a well-studied relationship between electrical resistance and hydrogen content
up to PdH1.0 [12–14]. Galvanostatic measurements were performed to observe the changes in
electrode potential and hydrogen content under different effective Pb surface coverages. The
results show that there is an optimum Pb coverage ~ 3 μg cm−2 to achieve the maximum hydrogen
content at ~ −0.5 V vs RHE. At this coverage, the reaction route is likely a mixture between
Volmer-Tafel (V-T) and Volmer-Heyrovsky (V-H) routes. The Pb is likely acting to suppress the
Tafel reaction, making it possible to get a higher chemical potential for hydrogen on the surface
without fully enabling the Heyrovsky mechanism. Above this coverage, the reaction route begins
to change to primarily V-H. This finding suggests that surfaces can be engineered to maximize
hydrogen insertion under given working conditions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Cathode Assembly for Simultaneous Resistance Measurements.
The Pd cathode was placed in a configuration to allow four-point resistance measurements
simultaneously with the electrochemical experiments. An illustration of the cathode assembly can
be found in Fig. S1(a) in the supplementary material. Pd cathodes were fabricated in-house by cold
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rolling sections of a Pd sputter target (ESPI, 99.95%) to a thickness of 40-50 μm. The final passes
through the mill were made with polished rollers to produce a mirror finish on the cathodes. The
Pd cathodes were cut to dimensions of 7 mm × 40 mm. Two 4.1 mm diameter holes were punched
in the ends of the foils so that polyether ether ketone (PEEK) screws could thread through to
immobilize the cathode and provide mechanical compression for the electrical connections with
50 μm thick Pt flags. One of the Pt flags was 10 mm × 10 mm and had two Pt wires for four-point
resistance measurements and one Pt wire for power. Another Pt flag was 10 mm × 7.5 mm and
had the other two Pt wires for four-point resistance measurements. All Pt wires were spot-welded
to the Pt flags using high-melting point tungsten welding tips to reduce the possibility of
contamination. The Pt flags also had 4.1 mm diameter holes punched out. The cathode was placed
on a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) support between two PEEK spacer blocks, followed by the
Pt foils, the Pd cathode, and another PEEK spacer block. The assembly was fastened to the PTFE
support with PEEK screws and nuts. As assembled, the total exposed Pd (including front and back
geometric areas) in contact with electrolyte was 2.8 cm2. All Pt wires were encapsulated with
PTFE/FEP dual shrink tubing (Zeus) and the PEEK blocks were sized to minimize the effect of Pt
on the electrochemical measurements.

2.2. Cathode Cleaning.
The Pd foils and cathode assembly were cleaned of impurities so that only the effects of Pd and
Pb were observed. The as-rolled and sized Pd foils were first cleaned by sonicating at room
temperature in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) followed by sonication in acetone for 5 min each. The foils
were then rinsed in IPA and DI water. The foils were placed in a vial that contained concentrated
HNO3 (trace metal grade, Fisher Chemical) and kept at a 90 °C for 40 min. Finally, the foils were
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rinsed in DI water and blow dried by compressed difluoroethane gas (Falcon Dust-Off). The
cathode was then placed in the assembly which was subsequently soaked in 5% HNO3 and rinsed
in DI water prior to placing into the electrolyte. The cell preparation and experiments were
performed under a NuAire horizontal laminar flow hood (NU-301-630) to prevent environmental
contamination.

2.3. Configuration of Electrochemical Cell.
A borosilicate glass split-cell was used to prevent the deposition of Pt on the cathode and remove
the effects of O2 on the electrochemical experiments. An illustration of the cell can be found in
Fig. S1(b) in the supplementary material. The cell had a water jacket to maintain the cell at 25 °C
via a water chiller. The two sides of the cell were separated by a Nafion™ 1110 proton exchange
membrane. A batch of membranes were cleaned by soaking in 5% HNO3 at 60 °C for at least two
hours, and subsequently stored in a fresh 5% HNO3 solution at room temperature until use. A new
membrane was used for each experiment after rinsing in DI water. The electrolyte on the cathode
side of the cell was 0.1 M LiOH, which was prepared in-house in a glove bag under an Ar
environment by dissolving Li metal (Sigma-Aldrich, ribbons or granular > 99% trace metals basis)
in DI water. A reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE; Gaskatel Hydroflex® RHE) was also placed
in the 0.1 M LiOH compartment. The electrolyte on the anode side of the cell was 0.1 M H2SO4
(Fisher Scientific, trace metal grade). Fresh electrolytes were prepared for every experiment. The
anode for all experiments was a Pt foil of dimension 10 mm × 40 mm, also with two holes
punched, and a spot-welded Pt wire lead. Heavy Ar purging (>100 bubble s−1) was performed for
at least 10 min prior to starting all experiments and slow Ar bubbling (1-2 bubble s−1) was
maintained on both sides of the cell throughout the experiments to purge of O2 and CO2 in the
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cathode compartment. A thermocouple for cell temperature measurements was placed in the
solution through a PTFE sleeve which was pinned near the bottom of the cathode. The cell was
thermally stabilized for at least 10 min before running the experiments.

2.4. Pb Doping Solution.
Pb was deposited on the cathode by adding a solution containing Pb directly into the electrolyte
during electrolysis. The Pb doping solution was prepared by dissolving Pb in 0.1 M LiOH in a
water bath at 90 °C for 4.5 h. The Pb concentration was measured by inductively coupled plasma
mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS). This solution was then diluted to a concentration of 10 ppm Pb in
0.1 M LiOH. The amount of Pb added to the electrolyte is reported as μg per cathode geometric
area (i.e. μg cm−2). It is assumed that the cathode-to-cathode difference in electrochemical surface
area is small, considering they were all prepared the same way. The Ar flow was increased to
>100 bubbles s−1 for about 10-15 min after doping the electrolyte to mix the solution.

2.5. Electrochemical Measurement Procedure.
The electrochemical measurement protocol was designed to provide the necessary data to
observe changes in hydrogen insertion as a function of current density (j), and calculate the Tafel
slopes and exchange current densities obtained from Tafel plots. Electrochemical measurements
were performed using a Bio-Logic potentiostat/ galvanostat module. All applied current densities
throughout the experiment were cathodic and are reported here with respect to the Pd geometric
surface area of 2.8 cm2. A constant current of −3.6 mA cm−2 was applied to the Pd electrode for
about 15.5 h to reach a steady state hydrogen content. Afterward, the electrolyte was spiked with
Pb without disrupting the current, which was maintained for another 4 h. Next, galvanostatic
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stepping was performed from −0.18 mA cm−2 to −18 mA cm−2 in −1.8 mA cm−2 increments
holding for about 1 h at each current density. The first iteration of the stepping protocol will be
referred to as galvanostatic step (GS) cycle 1. Subsequently, the cathode was held at −3.6 mA cm−2
again for about 4 h and the stepping protocol was repeated (referred to as GS cycle 2, and so on).
Fig. S2 in the supplementary material shows the protocol in detail. All the data presented in this
work was obtained from GS cycle 2 so that adequate time was allowed for Pb deposition. The
hydrogen content reported herein was obtained at the end of each galvanostatic step when the
hydrogen content was near a steady state value.
The cathode potential at the end of each galvanostatic step was corrected for the ohmic drop
across the 0.1 M LiOH electrolyte resistance, Rel. The electrolyte resistance was obtained at the
end of each galvanostatic step using a galvanostatic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(GEIS) measurement performed with 1 mA amplitude and a frequency of 31 kHz. The ohmic drop
was found by multiplying the applied current (I) and Rel. Finally, overpotential, η, was taken as
the difference between the measured cathode potential (E(vs RHE)) and the ohmic drop (i.e.
η=E(vs RHE)-IRel).

2.6. Procedure to Determine H Content.
The four-point resistance measurement was used to infer the hydrogen content in PdHx. This
technique measures the resistance ratio (resistance (R) vs initial resistance (Ro)) and determines
the hydrogen content by comparing it to the extensively studied resistance ratio vs hydrogen
content plots. Zhang et al. [13] fit experimental resistance ratio vs x data using the fourth order
polynomial equation:
𝑅
𝑅𝑜

= 1 + 1.69731𝑥 − 5.34162𝑥 2 + 13.4472𝑥 3 − 9.87644𝑥 4

(1)
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where x is the atomic H/Pd ratio. The use of this calibration equation has been found to match well
with the hydrogen content calculated from in situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction lattice parameter
measurements up to PdH0.97, which was also obtained from electrochemical insertion and used a
similar resistance measurement technique as that reported here [15].
The four-point resistance measurement was performed using an HP4263B LCR meter with
1 Vrms and 10 kHz signal. The LCR meter was isolated from the galvanostat via a transformer
circuit. It should be noted that there were no significant differences in the measured resistance
values between a cathode in air and that in the electrolyte, indicating any interference from the
electrolyte on the measurement is insignificant. In addition, the contribution to the overall
resistance measurement from the addition of a few ML to the surface is negligible.
The applied electrochemical measurement protocol was designed to assist in the determination
of x since (1) is not an injective function (Fig. S3 in the supplementary material). The combination
of increasing and decreasing current steps allowed the observation of the resistance ratio versus
time as the sample absorbed/desorbed hydrogen. For instance, x was less than 0.73 if the resistance
ratio increased after applying larger cathodic currents, and was greater than 0.73 if the ratio
decreased. Examples for both cases can be seen in Fig. S4 in the supplementary material.
Additional details of the process can be found in the supplementary material.

2.7. XPS Analysis.
XPS measurements were performed using a PHI VersaProbe II to analyze the surface state of
the deposited Pb after electrolysis. The samples were irradiated using a monochromatic Al Kα
source at a power of 98.7 W, with a measurement spot size diameter of 100 μm, analyzer pass
energy of 5.85 eV, and 0.05 eV step size.
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In addition, depth profiling was performed to verify that Pb stayed near the surface and to
approximate the equivalent thickness of the Pb. The standard for comparison of the samples was
a Pd foil with Pb deposited by underpotential deposition (UPD) from a solution containing 0.1 M
NaClO4, 1.0 mM HClO4, and 1.5 mM Pb(ClO4)2 at a potential of −425 mV vs Ag/AgCl for 4 min.
The potential was chosen based on the position of the observed UPD peak in CV scans (Fig. S5 in
the supplementary material). Potentials more negative than this resulted in bulk Pb deposition as
evidenced by a significant increase in the deposited Pb amount measured by energy dispersive Xray spectroscopy (EDS). It was assumed that the deposition resulted in one monolayer of Pb [16].
The samples were rotated during sputtering to reduce the effects of surface roughness.
Adventitious carbon was removed prior to depth profiling by Ar sputtering for 2 min at 500 V,
with a beam current of 500 nA rastering over an area of 3 mm × 3 mm. Subsequently, the depth
profiling was performed by sputtering at a potential of 1000 V and beam current of 500 nA rastered
over an area of 2 mm × 2 mm. The amount of Pb was analyzed (45.6 W, spot size diameter of
200 μm, and analyzer pass energy of 117.4 eV) every one minute during sputtering until only Pd
was observed. The total amount of sputtered Pb was calculated by integrating the measured amount
with respect to time. The obtained value was then normalized to the amount of Pb measured for
the UPD sample to obtain an equivalent thickness in mass equivalent ML. In other words, the
technique compares the mass deposited by the experiment to the mass of 1 ML. Since this
technique was used to determine a mass equivalent Pb thickness, it is unaffected by the oxidation
or instability in Pb position when exposed to air.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The galvanostatic method was used to study electrochemical insertion of hydrogen in Pd.
Traditionally, Tafel plots (η vs log(|j|)) consisting of multiple galvanostatic currents are used to
provide information about the kinetics of the electrochemical reactions as the surface is modified
(e.g. Fig. S6 in the supplementary material). These experiments also simultaneously investigated
the hydrogen content in PdHx in situ. Therefore, relationships between x ,η, and log(|j|) can be
studied as a function of the amount of Pb added to the electrolyte.

3.1. Electrochemical Results.
The level of hydrogen insertion due to Pb addition has a different behavior for galvanostatic and
quasi potentiostatic conditions. Fig. 1(a) shows the calculated hydrogen content (x) obtained at the
end of each current step versus current density. The hydrogen content tends to have an exponential
relationship with current for more negative currents than −3.6 mA cm−2 for Pb additions up to
8.7 μg cm−2. At the Pb addition of 23 μg cm−2, the loading has reached an asymptotic value of
x=0.87 at more negative currents than −10 mA cm−2. The cause of this plateau is due to the
prominence of the Heyrovsky reaction at the η obtained for these current densities, which will be
discussed in more detail later (see section Hydrogen Evolution Reaction Mechanism). The
hydrogen content obtained at a selected applied current density of −14.5 mA cm−2 versus Pb
amount is shown in Fig. 1(b). The H content increases with increasing Pb amounts up to
~3 μg cm−2. Any amount of Pb greater than ~3 μg cm−2 does not result in any significant changes
in H content at this current density.
The hydrogen content is also shown versus the average η measured at each applied current
density in Fig. 1(c). The same asymptotic trend seen above is observed here, but the behavior is
observed at an η of about −0.7 V. In addition, one can also discern that the maximum η increases
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with increasing Pb amount. This observation can be expected since Pb is known to be a poor
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) catalyst [17]. Fig. 1(d) shows x vs the amount of Pb added to
the electrolyte obtained at a selected η of about −0.5 V. Here, a rapid rise in x with Pb amount is
seen, until a peak at the Pb addition amount of ~3 μg cm−2 is observed. The addition of larger Pb
amounts results in a decrease in x at this η. To understand the cause of the circled point (sweet
spot) at the peak, possible changes in the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) routes caused by Pb
need to be examined.

3.2. Deposition of Pb.
The deposition of Pb on the Pd cathode from the LiOH electrolyte is complicated. At a pH of
13, Takahiro et al. showed the dominant Pb species to be Pb(OH)3− [18]. Such an anionic complex
would be attracted to the anode. However, Pb did in fact deposit on the cathode, as shown in the
following section, but it was observed that the Pb took many hours to be removed from the
solution. Thus, to gain a better understanding of how the addition of Pb in the electrolyte is
affecting the hydrogen insertion, it could prove beneficial to study the state of the Pb on the cathode
surface.

3.3. XPS Analysis.
The deposition of metallic Pb was confirmed through XPS analysis. Fig. 2 shows the Pb 4f XPS
spectra of a sample with 2.9 μg cm−2 Pb and the sample with Pb deposited by UPD for comparison.
There are two peaks observed for both samples at 141.7 eV and 136.9 eV, indicative of the Pb 4f5/2
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and Pb 4f7/2 of metallic Pb [19], respectively. There are also two peaks observed at 143.4 eV and
138.4 eV for the sample with 2.9 μg cm−2 Pb that are not present in the UPD Pb sample. Literature
suggests these peaks to be indicative of Pb(OH)2 [20]. Similar characteristics were seen in the
1 μg cm−2 and 8.7 μg cm−2 XPS spectra (Fig. S7 in the supplementary material). However, taking
into consideration that Pb should be in the metallic state at the pH and potentials used in this work
[21] and that metallic Pb was found on the samples, it is currently thought that the Pb(OH)2 was
formed during contact with the alkaline electrolyte while removing the cathode at the end of the
experiment.

XPS depth profiling (Figs. S8 and S9 in the supplementary material) was used to estimate the
equivalent thickness of Pb deposited on the cathodes by comparing the mass deposited during the
experiment to the mass deposited by UPD. The depth profiling measurement performed on a
sample with 2.9 μg cm−2 indicated it to be roughly 1.4 mass equivalent ML. It should be noted that
since the Pb deposition occurred well negative of the Pb2+ Nernst potential the number of layers is
referred to as mass equivalent because it is not assumed that the Pb deposited uniformly or
epitaxially. Rather, this result indicates the amount of Pb found on the surface is equivalent to that
needed to form 1.4 ML. Since Pb oxidizes when exposed to air, additional in situ analytical
techniques are required to elucidate the actual structure(s) of Pb on the surface during the
experiment, which is outside the scope of this work.

3.4. Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER) Mechanism.
Since the Pb appears to be in the metallic form, one can ascertain that the hydrogen evolution
and absorption from alkaline solutions proceeds through the following four reaction steps:
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𝐻2 𝑂 + 𝑀 + 𝑒 − ⇄ 𝑀𝐻𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 + 𝑂𝐻 −

(2)

2𝑀𝐻𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 ⇄ 2𝑀 + 𝐻2

(3)

𝐻2 𝑂 + 𝑀𝐻𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 + 𝑒 − ⇄ 𝐻2 + 𝑂𝐻 − + 𝑀 (4)
𝑀𝐻𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 ⇄ 𝑀𝑏 𝐻𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

(5)

where the reactions are Volmer (2), Tafel (3), Heyrovsky (4), and Penetration (5), respectively. M,
Mb, Hsurf, and Hbulk represent the surface metal, bulk metal, adsorbed hydrogen, and absorbed
hydrogen, respectively. Each of these reactions can be rewritten as a rate equation in the Arrhenius
form. The effect of Pb on the exponential prefactors and the hydrogen overpotential is of interest
here.
It has been demonstrated through overpotential decay transient experiments on a Pd foil that η
can be separated into two components, η1 and η2, such that η=η1+η2 [22,23]. η1 has been attributed
to the overpotential due to the Volmer reaction [22], and η2 is the hydrogen overpotential, which
is equivalent to the chemical potential of adsorbed hydrogen [23]. Therefore, η2 is related to the
hydrogen fugacity (fH2) through the Nernstian relationship in Eq. (6) [22,24,25]:
1

𝑓𝐻2

−𝑓𝜂2 = 2 𝑙𝑛 (𝑓

𝐻2,0

)

(6)

where f=F/RT, F is Faraday’s constant, R is the gas constant, and T is temperature in K, and fH2,0 is
the fugacity of hydrogen at standard state (here assumed to be 1 atm). Since the chemical potential
of adsorbed hydrogen is equivalent to that of the absorbed hydrogen at steady state (i.e. the
Penetration reaction is at equilibrium), Zhang et al. derived the following equation relating η2 and
x [25]:
−𝑓𝜂2 = 6.44 −

6031.13 𝐾
𝑇

+𝑥

5409.65 𝐾
𝑇

𝑥

+ 𝑙𝑛 (1−𝑥) − 0.5𝑙𝑛(𝑓𝐻2,0 )

(7)

This equation only applies for β-PdHx when x≥0.71. One can then compare x obtained from the
experiments to the equivalent fH2 necessary to obtain that x from gas loading by using the
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relationships in Eqs. (6) and (7). For example, a fH2 of about 1420 atm is required to obtain x=0.86.
Fig. 3(a) shows the equivalent fH2 that would be required to obtain the η2 from different currents
and Pb amounts.
When η2 is plotted vs log(|j|) it is possible to determine whether the predominant reaction route
occurs via the Volmer-Tafel or the Volmer-Heyrovsky pathway by examining the shape of the
curve [22,26,27]. Such studies have shown that a Volmer-Tafel reaction route results in a linear
relationship. It is then customary to define the intercept of the linear fit of η2 vs log(|j|) as the
exchange current density of the Tafel reaction, enabling analysis of the Tafel reaction kinetics. On
the other hand, if the reaction proceeds through the Volmer-Heyrovsky reaction route a potential
plateau is observed as the cathodic current density is increased. Previous analysis of Pd cathodes
performed in this way have mostly shown linear relationships in η2 vs log(|j|) “Tafel plots,” leading
authors to suggest the dominant reaction route is the Volmer-Tafel route [22,26,27].
Fig. 3(a) shows a η2 vs log(|j|) Tafel Plot and corresponding linear fits for selected experiments
and Pb addition amounts. At low Pb amounts, the relationship is linear, indicating the VolmerTafel mechanism as the dominant reaction route. The Tafel plots remain fairly linear for Pb
amounts up to 23 μg cm−2, where a potential plateau near −0.1 V is clearly evident. Therefore, the
trends observed in Fig. 3(a) suggest a transition of the primary reaction route from Volmer-Tafel
to Volmer-Heyrovsky as the Pb amount is increased within the investigated current range.
Assuming the linear regions in the Tafel plots are indicative of a predominantly Volmer-Tafel
reaction route, the intercepts (jo2) of the linear fits could shed some light on the kinetics of the
Tafel reaction. Since jo2 is representative of the exchange current density of the Tafel reaction, a
smaller jo2 is indicative of a slower rate of the Tafel reaction. The resulting jo2 of the most linear
regions obtained from the Tafel Plots are shown in Fig. 3(b) vs Pb amount. An interesting
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observation from this plot, which also overlays the data from Fig. 1(d), is that there is an inverse
relationship between jo2 and the maximum hydrogen content. Thus, analyzing the data this way
indicates the Tafel rate is slowest when the highest x is observed at a Pb amount around 3 μg cm−2.
Slower Tafel kinetics is also often used to describe the mechanism for nonmetallic hydrogen
insertion promoters [3,7,8].

The slope of η2 vs log(|j|) can also be used to obtain information about the HER reaction route.
The slope for the Pd samples in this work was −31±6 mV dec−1, in agreement with the
−33 mV dec−1 obtained in alkaline electrolytes by Enyo and Biswas [24]. The slopes of the linear
fits then become steeper as more Pb was added, down to roughly −130 mV dec−1, as shown in
Fig. 3(c). It is interesting to note that other studies observed a steeper slope for samples that also
showed potential plateaus in the η2 vs log(|j|) analysis [28]. In addition, clean Pd cathodes have
also shown potential plateaus at current densities above 100 mA cm−2 [24]. Therefore, it is
believed that the slope is a result of the applied current density at which the potential plateau is
observed, i.e. when the Heyrovsky reaction becomes dominant. Regrettably, the limitations of the
experimental configuration prevented the study of larger current densities, so this remains
speculation. Alternatively, fitting these data with kinetic models [29,30] for the Volmer,
Heyrovsky, and Tafel reactions could also elucidate the relationships between the rates as a
function of Pb amount, which is work currently underway.
Regardless, the current work suggests a delicate interplay between the rates of the reactions
(Volmer, Tafel, and Heyrovsky) which controls the electrochemical hydrogen insertion. The
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observation of the potential plateau and analysis of jo2 and the slope of η2 vs log(|j|) plots suggests
a transition in the predominant reaction route from Volmer-Tafel to Volmer-Heyrovsky within the
investigated current range. In the middle of this transition, a “sweet-spot” is found where the
amount of Pb near 3 μg cm−2 changes the reaction rates such that the maximum amount of
hydrogen can be inserted into the Pd cathode. Therefore, this work provides evidence that surfaces
can be engineered to achieve enhanced hydrogen insertion under given working conditions. It is
anticipated that different surfaces will affect the reaction rates to different extents, so the assistance
of ab initio modelling would be beneficial in this regard in the same way it is assisting the
engineering of HER catalysts [31–33].

3.5. Absorption Kinetics.
To determine the absorption kinetics as a function of Pb amount, the x vs time data was fitted
for the first 2000 s of each current step using the following exponential relationship:
t

𝑥 = 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑏 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝜏)

(8)

where t is the time elapsed since the change in applied current, xi is the H/Pd ratio at the beginning
of the step, b is the amplitude, and τ is the hydrogen insertion time constant. For the two largest
applied currents, the 23 μg cm−2 Pb sample needed the addition of an extra exponential term with
a time constant 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than the first time constant to obtain a good fit.
Once again, fitting the data with kinetic models may be necessary to understand this second time
constant, but will not be discussed in this work. Fig. 4 shows τ vs Pb amount at a selected current
step of −9.0 mA cm−2 to −11 mA cm−2. The relationship between τ and Pb amount appears to be
exponential and shows that larger amounts of Pb results in a larger τ. This indicates the H insertion
within Pb regions is much slower than Pd regions, and further addition of Pb blocks exposed Pd.
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4. CONCLUSION
The enhancement of hydrogen insertion in palladium after the addition of lead to an alkaline
electrolyte was experimentally demonstrated. By performing a sensitivity study on the amount of
added Pb up to 23 μg cm−2, an optimum amount of 2.9 μg cm−2 was found for the maximum
insertion at an electrode potential of about −0.5 V vs RHE. The results suggest a change in the
individual HER reaction rates, and that the insertion enhancement is a result of the Pb changing
the Volmer, Tafel, and Heyrovsky reaction rates. Increasing the amount of Pb was found to
decrease the rate of hydrogen insertion. Overall, the work is a first step in engineering surfaces to
provide further enhancements in the maximum electrochemical hydrogen storage capability.
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Fig. 1. (a) Hydrogen content, x=H/Pd, versus current density for the various Pb addition amounts,
(b) x vs Pb amount at a constant current of −14.5 mA cm−2, (c) x vs η measured at each applied
current for various Pb addition amounts, and (d) x vs Pb amount obtained near the measured
overpotential of −0.5 V. Vertical dashed lines in (a) and (c) indicate the conditions used to plot (b)
and (d), respectively. The solid and dashed horizontal lines in (b) and (d) indicate the mean and
one standard deviation for the control Pd obtained at that condition, respectively. These plots
indicate the optimum amount of Pb is around 3 μg cm−2 (~1.4 mass equivalent ML).
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Fig. 2. Normalized Pb 4f X-ray photoelectron spectra for a sample with 2.9 μg cm−2 Pb added
during electrolysis and a sample with Pb deposited by UPD. The peaks at 143.4 eV and 138.4 eV
are indicative of Pb(OH)2, which is believed to have formed after the experiment.
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Fig. 3. (a) Hydrogen overpotential (η2) “Tafel Plot” obtained from one iteration of the different Pb
amounts. The equivalent hydrogen fugacity (fH2) that would be required to obtain the reported η2
from gas loading is also shown for comparison. A linear “Tafel Plot” is representative of the
Volmer-Tafel route, and the observation of a potential plateau in the “Tafel Plot” is representative
of the Volmer-Heyrovsky route [22,26]. (b) jo2 vs Pb amount obtained from the intercept from the
linear fits of the “Tafel Plots”, and (c) the “Tafel Plot” slopes vs Pb amount. The hydrogen content,
x, is replotted from Fig. 1(d). Error bars show one standard deviation for the three measurements.
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Fig. 4. Insertion time constant, τ vs Pb amount for the −9.0 mA cm−2 to −11 mA cm−2 step. More
Pb increases the amount of time required to reach a steady-state hydrogen content.
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